Minicomputer pioneer Bell lectures on
the mertts of a national network
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ordon Bell calls for
a US. research network
.$

Advances in computing and comrnu
i'ch in the United States will depend on -a
powerful data-communications network, perhaps best provided by the Federal government

ly needs to review cardiac &ages
with a colleague at the Mayo Clinic in Minnesota, he can either
expressmail his material to the clinic or fly there. What he cannot do
is transmit the material instantaneously from the computer workstation in his office. On the other
hand, researchers at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology do not
lack networks. They can communicate with many research organizations around the world, but they must use the right one
of a dozen networks to do it.
These scenarios point up just two absurdities of the present
situation in U.S. computer networking. Existing networks not
only lag well behind the growing needs of the research
community-they are too fragmented to develop unaided into
a single, coherent system.
The most viable solution is a national research network organized and maintained by the Federal government. Access to
information has never been more important than it is today, and
the ability to fully exploit information resources-be they individual researchers, +exarch teams, databases or supercomputers-will determine how competitive any group or nation is.
Any new proposal costs, of course. But a single national network, jointly supported by all the Governmentagencies now running independent networks, could well save money.
ECOMMUNIC

Quantity does not equal quality
Computer networking among scattered facilities in the United States began in 1969, when the Defense Advanced Research
Projects Agency (Darpa) established Arpanet. The network started out as a means of sharing expensive equipment, databases,
files, and above all time on computers that would otherwise have
lain idle. What developed, however, was a completely different
style of interaction. Utilizing the ability to send mail and large
documents electronically, researchershave built electronicbulletin boards and held extensive forums and conferences.
Today's Arpanet is conceptually identical to the network of
the early 1970s. But it can do little more than swap computermail messages now that the number of machines has mushroom@ beyond a hundred switching computers that connect
hundreds more shared computers and workstations. The network
could be upgraded, with great difficulty. But the Defense Communications Agency, which oversees it, is reluctant to run a ci
vilian research network.
SinceArpanet was established, some 36 other major research
networks have sprung up around the world, all based on variations of Arpanet's method for packet-switching data. Typically
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4fscience is willing to wait, a national networkju& might eventually evolve, according to Bell. But patience seldom asssts
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Some are addicted to information as predigested experience, a
cognitive fast food. This is a danger for the new generation, raised
onthe instant knowledge of television and the computer. They
need disciplineto filter and edit useful information, and beyond
this, to develop deeper interest and understanding of the world
and of themselves.
Some self-developers feel their possibilities are unlimited and
so are unrealistic about what they can achieve. They seem like
neglected, hyperactive children as they flit compulsively from one
"developmental experience" to another.
Commitment and intimacy are problems for self-developers.
"How much of myself am I willing to commit?" is a popular
. phrase for this new generation. Of the self-developers we inter,?iewed, a high percentage (25 percent) have been divorced and
$&wer than half are in their first marriage (48 percent). In conever divorced in The Gamesman sample of
Given that self-developers are on the aver+;-

,care, child care, exercise facilities, and a friendly atmosphere.
When managers fail to make work meaningful to selfdevelopers, the selfdevelopers will fimd ways to expm themselves
+outsidethe company-or will quit. In fact, they switch jobs more
easily than traditional professionals. This willingness to quit an
oppressive job, the dual-career family, money in the bank, and
secondary entrepreneurial ventures, all help to fan the spirit of
independence.
Selfdevelopersfmd it relatively easy to jump ship because, they
say, work isn't the only important thing in their lives. The ones
with families want to keep a balance. A highly competent and
motivated executive, aged 38, says: "I work SO hours a week. I
come in early and go home late, but I leave it at the office. I am
not going to push my little son off my lap because he is messing
up papers from work."
For selfdevelopers,physid well-being also requires attention.
A 29-year-old manager of information systems says: "We watch
the things we eat. We run. If you're a workaholic, after a while
you're not really productive."

The move into management
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The tellers of the tale

While selfdevelopersare critical of the managerial hierarchy,
they will move up, albeit reluctantly: it is safer and crisper to be
a professional self-developer than to commit oneself to risky
projects and the education of others. But they recognize they need
power to get things done
The good news is that self-developers are natural facilitators.
They can createan open atmospherewhere views are exchanged,
conflict becomes constructive dialogue and study, and consensus is achieved. They can facilitatewell becausethey are egalitarian and interested in other's views and ideas.
AU self-developer managers believe that to succeed they must
a motivated team. Ezor them, being a team player does nut
group thinking. It means playing a special role on a team
ch player has a say in how to implement stratesy.
mlopers succeed best as managers when they institute
practices: frequent evaluations, team meetings, and trainand problem-solving.
of selfdevelopersas managemstems from their
commitments, which appears to me a significant problem in about 40 to 50percent. And no onegains authority in the minds of others without commitment to projects and

Commission; the Library of Congress; a statewid
partment; a city tax office; a social worker office in
study drew on interviews conducted by my colleagues
and students with police officers in two metr~p~litan
departments, entrepreneurs in the US. and Sweden,
and middle managers in Japanese banks and trading
companies.

I

people. If selfdevelopers are going to become effective leaders,
they must find meaning in caring for others and taking responsibility for larger enterprises.

li5 probe further
The motivation of entrepreneurs and managers in hightechnology industry is described in Michael Mmby's best-seller;
The Gamesman (Simon & Schuster, New York, 1977). This book
originated as a Spectrum article, "Winning and losing at work"
[July 1973, pp. 39-48].
A new model of leadership for the 1980s that combined improved competitiveness and the quality of working life is described
in Maccoby's book, The Leader (Simon & Schuster, 1981).
The relationship of employees of all levels in major corporations and government agencies to their workplace is analyzed in
Why Work, a book by Maccoby to be published in March by
Simon & Schuster.

About the author
Michael Maccoby directs the Project on 'R!chnology, Work and
Character, a a m for research and consulting in Washington,
D.C., and he also acts as consultantto business, government, and
labor unions. He has a Ph.D. in social relations (1960) from Harvard university.
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these networks convey data at rates of 1.2 to 56 kilobits per second, using incompatible communication protocols.
Federal agencies usually support an average of two independent wide-area networks. Often these networks go to different
buildings on the same site-be it university campus or Federal
laboratory-wasting resources. Yet the Government cannot even
begin to &timate thi current costs because each Federal agency
considers its networking expenses proprietary information.
In any event, more networks do not automatically translate
into greater capabiities. The situationis reminiscent of telephone
systems in the early 1900s, when a town might support several
distinct company telephone networks, forcing subscribersto keep
a deskful of phones. Theodore N. Vail, president of the American Telephone & Telegraph Co., however, successfully c o d e d
the local companies under the banner: "One policy, one system,
universal service." S i a r l y today, easily a dozen incompatible
networks may overrun just one university campus.
Their incompatibility, if not their numbers, is fortunately waning. Within the past two years, most networks have begun migrating toward Darpa's 'Rsmsmission Control ProtocoVInternet Protocol (TCP/IP) standards and are committed to using the
internationallyapproved Open systems ~nterconnect(0~1)standards as they become available. Identical protocols for exchanging data not only make it easy to connect networks but to have
them share common links to save eauivment costs.
On university campuses, researchers &e wiring their array of
local-area networks (LANs) into campus area networks (CANs).
But at present, most campus area networks are isolated. Since
W s typically operate at 10megabits per second and CANs operate at up to 100Mbitsh, very fast wide-area networks will be required to connect these CANS into a global network.

Faster computers, fiercer demands
The rise in computer speed on campuses has triggered other
developments. It has revolutionized the nature of the data that
researchers want to share, boosted the demands on supercomputers, and encouraged new forms of collaborative research.
A report released last July from the National Science Foundation (NSF) stressed how sorely researchers need networking to
create visual and hence more comprehensible representationsof
supercomputer output and to exchange high-quality graphical
data, including photographs. Since a high-resolution workstation displays about a million pixels that each can change as often
as 10 to 60 times a second, the bandwidth required for sending
dynamic pictures varies from 10 to 60 Mbits/s for a black and
white display. For a color display, it soars to 320 to 1920Mbits/s.
Thesepredictions assume data is not compressed before being
transmitted. Depending on the application, data compression
techniques can reduce the necessary bandwidth by a factor of
10 to 1000. Nevertheless, the data requirements of a national research nework still exceed current capabilities.
Connecting several hundred workstations and high-performance computers would require a network capable of delivering
hundreds of megabits per second. Visualizingmechanical parts,
medical images, and geological data can demand the transfer of
some4 gigabytes of data among workstations or from supercomvuters to workstations. Without data encoding, a 45-Mbith link
would transmit those 4 Gbytes within 10 mi&tes. 'May's networks are over 1000 times slower!
Remote access to supercomputersis particularly critical since
few institutions can afford their own. As supercomputing time
is limited, researchers usually runpieces of a program on smaller
computers or workstations, then transmit the entireprogram and
database over a network to a supercomputer. Bandwidth requirements for such transmissions easily exceed 1 Mbit/s.
Increasingt~~
the problems under study require the active collaboration of researchers who are scattered among various research institutions. Collaboration technology-an emerging area
in which researchers work together over a network-depends on
a range of networking capabiities, including: compound docu-

ment transfer and the simultaneousviewing and editing of documents that combinetext, graphics, pictures, and voice; computer
conferencingwith attendees interactingthrough both pictures and
conversation; design reviews performed on a common document;
and the ability to remotely control and interact with speciallaboratory and industrial facilities.
Clearly, huge volumes of data will pour through the national
research network. Other countries are already acting: the J q m
nese and European governments are busy building fiber-optic
computer networks that will transmit gigabits of data per second. In Japan, most major research centers alnady plug into highspeed networks that enable them to store and transmit international scientific and engineering material.

Spontaneous generation unlikely
All these developmentspoint to the need for a national research
network in the United States. But might that network evolve over
time, without a centrally administered plan?
Some argue that a sort of national network may emerge with
advances in fiber-optic technology. Indeed, today's fiber-optic
communicationlinks promise 1000to 100000 times the capacity
and speed of traditional cable and satellite channels. But the cost
of creating a large enough fiber-optic network remains prohibitive
Supply and demand play no part in the price of fiber-optic networks. A vast amount of fiber remains unused. But the prices
of using fiber-opticlinks are primarily based on the rates for transmitting voice communication on coaxial cables. Since a fiberoptic bundle can transmit several orders of magnitudemore data
than a coaxial cable, the price per bit transmitted should be quite
low. Carriers may blame regulatory agencies for the voicebased
pricing, but the situation almost forces any organization wishing to send data in this way to set up a private network.
Furthermore, switching equipment to exploit even the DS3
standard of 45 Mbitsh is unavailable. Researchers have developed some designs and prototypes for 45-Mbit/s packet switches.
But no companies currently manufacture such products. S u p
pliers of communications services are loath to invest in fast datacommunications networks, since they already have large voicetrafficnetworks and many customers.hoposals for national standards for higher speeds are moving at glacial rates.
The integrated-services digital network (ISDN) is often touted as a panacea. But it has moved much too slowly to hold much
promise for a national network in the 199% Local and international carriers are still thrashing out technical specificationsfor
compatibility. The regional Bell operating companies are not especially cooperating with each other to set up ISDN standards.
There are barely standards for low-level protocols, and there are
no standards at higher levels. Moreover, when high-speed fibers
do terminatein switching offices, distributingthemtolocalusers
takes an inordinateamount of time and effort--theso-called 'last
mile" problem. In fact, US. manufacturers are losing the ability,
if they ever had it, to build ISDN equipment since they buy the
hardware from their international partners. W i n s i n Bell collaborates with Siemens. W i c Northwest Bell works with Northern 21ecom. Mountain Bell, KlW, GTE,Illinois Bell, NYNEX,
and SouthernBell all have various linksto Ericsson, NEC, Northern 'Rlecom, Siemens, and Fujitsu.
Defied ISDN protocols remain a factor of 200 to 2000 slower
than local and campus area networks, a factor of 1000 slower
than 45 Mbits/s, and a factor of 30 000slower than is potentially
viable for fiber-optic transmission. Nor is any work under way
for higher transmission speeds. Yet a link for 45-Mbit/s transmission is needed today on every university campus. In effect,
ISDN is irrelevant to the needs of a national research network.

Solutions knocking on the door
The closest the United States has come so far to developing
a national research network is the 56-kbit/s NSFNBT. Last
November, the NSF began to extend the NSFNeT brtckbonebb
yond the present six supercomputing centers to include sewn
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regional, university-based research networks. The backbone
should be running at 1.5 Mbitds by July under the management
of Merit Inc, which is ba9ed at the University of Michigan, Ann
Arbor, and assisted by IBM Corp. and MCI Communications
Corp. Unfortunately, the fiscal 1988 budget allocated by Congress for NSFNET barely keeps the network alive.
But the NSF is only one agency. It has no authority for incorporating other Federal networks, no timetable for upgrading to
45-Mbit/s rates, and certainly no budget for doing so.
The U.S. government is slowly recognizing the need for a national nsearch network. In 1986, Congress requested that the Office of Science and 'Ibchnology Policy (OSTP) study the problems and options of developing a communications network for
research computers, including supercomputers at U.S. universities and Federal research facilities, and provide a plan for action
by August 1987. The OSTP accordingly established a new interagency group, the Fedcral Coordinating Council for Science, Engineering, and 'Ibchnology for Computer Research and Applications. The council f i h e d a three-volume report in on time;
the OSTP finally sent a summary of the report to Congress late
last November.
I chaired the subcommittee on computer networking, infrastructure, and digital communications. In the report, we strongly urged that the Oovernmentcreate a national research network
to "foster and enhance the U.S. position of world leadership in
computer networking." I believe the situation is far worse; we
have already lost leadership in this field. By developing a network that enables U.S.mearchersat all universities, national labs,
and companiesto share murces and ideas, the country just might
regain its footing.
Implementing the network can be done in three steps. Stage
1 should be to connect Arpanet with other networks supported
by Federal agencies over the next two years. If coordinated and
centrally managed, these facilities could unite many computer
networks into a seemingly single computer network. Opemting
the b a c k h e a n d major regional networks at 1.5 MbiWs should
open up a whole new set of library and educational services.
The Government should provide funds for stage 1. The annual cost for such an upgraded service is likely to be $5 million and
should be shared by the five Federal agencies that support the
most networking: NSF, Darpa, the Department of Energy, the
National Aeronautics and SpaceAdministration, and the Department of Health and Human Services. As part of stage 1, a network manager should be selected and made responsible for upgrading the network speed from 1.5 to 45 Mbitsh within three
years (stage 2) and to many gigabits a second by the late 1990s
(stage 3).
Stage 2 should include upgrading and expanding the existing
facilities at UlO to 400 U.S. research institutions at data communication rates of 1.5 Mbitds, or T1 rates. This work would require new funding at approximately $5 million per year over five
years. The estimate assumes that the price of T1 lines will halve
over the n a t five years-a modest assumption, since oversupply
pushed prices down more than that in the second half of 1987
alone. Operating apenses for the upgraded facilities are likely
to be $50 million annually. While Government should support
the F i t years, eventuallyusers should cover the costs of the network service, the same way they now pay for telephone service
Establishinga vigorous, focused program of network research
and development is critical to stage 3. Some $400 million would
be needed over 10years to advance networking technology and
make it possible to transmit and switch 3 Gbits/s by the early
UK)Os. Such a network would have 100 000 times more capacity
than those currently availableand enableresearchers to communicate instantaneously.

Who will take the lead?
The Oovgnment is d
y not the only hope in this situation. Any one or a combination of the existing telecommunications suppliers could pn-empt Federal efforts to build a nation-

al research network by simply building the network and offering
the service for sale. A highly aggressive, imaginativetelecommunications industry could view the network as the major, largescale so+al experiment of this century and far-sighted preparation for the next.
Achieving stage 2 (45 Mbitds) in three years would take only
a small fraction of this industry'sresearch, development, and operations budget. Government should encourage such effortsin every
way possible, but, to judge from history, the couatry cannot depend on such an initiative.
The OSTP report took a different tack. It recommended appointing a lead agency to oversee networking. In January, NSF
volunteered for the job; the agencies that participated in the OSrP
report agreed. Still, there are no examples of a single agency s u p
plying a facility for the entire research enterprise. In fact, agency
behavior is byzantine: each wants its own facility, no matter what
the cost. Both the executive and legislative branches of the Federal government are simply incapable of setting up a line item
to be funded and administered either by. an agency or by an interagency group, even though the facility would support the entire research and higher education community.
A radical approach, though, could work: select a private-sector company to manage and develop the network, and provide
it with a budget, to which every agency would contribute under
NSF guidance. (Each would list its support for the network as
a single line item in its budget. Each would also relinquish control of its networks to the manager.) Assure the network manager of steady support-both fiscal and political-for the Fist five
operating years or so of the network. And instruct the manager
to devise a plan for graduallyshifting all operating costs to users.
Both the national research nitwork and supercomputer facilities could be funded in this fashion. For lack of a common fadities budget, the Federal agencies at present have no choice but
to fund and build their own, inevitablyoverlapping networks and
supercomputer centers. Perpetuating this situation only wastes
more dollars and more time.
Building this network is not a difficult problem for the U.S.
engineering community. But the United States lacks leadership
in communications as well as anything resembling a coordinated Federal science and technology policy. Our best hope may be
the research community, if it can successfully mobilize its
resources. After all, it stands to benefit the most and the soonest
from a national research network, even if the country's strength
and prosperity over the long haul is what is ultimately at stake.

To probe further
The summary report, "A Research and Development Strategy
for High-Performance Computing," sponsored by the Office of
Science and 'Itchnology Policy, includes an outline for a national research network. Copies are available from the OSTP, attn.
Kathleen Bernard, New Executive Office Building, Room 5005,
Washington, D.C. 20506. Thoroughgoing descriptions of many
existing research networks are given in "Notable Computer Networks," by John S. Quarterman and Josiah C. Hoskins, Communications of theACM, vol. 29, no. 10,Oct. 1986,pp. 932-968.
IEEE CommunicationsMagazinehas also carried many articles
on computer networking. Among them, "Research computernetworks and their interconnection," by L.H. Landweber, D.M.Jennings, and I. Fuchs, June 1986, pp. 5-17, is a good introduction.
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